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Abstract—This paper is devoted to the jubilee of I.M. Khalatnikov, the founder and the first director of the
Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics of the Russian Academy of Sciences. I.M. Khalatnikov organized a
first-class institute the studies at which cover a broad spectrum of research directions. The plasma and lasers
department of the Institute conducts research on plasma physics problems, laser–matter interaction, ques-
tions pertaining to laser applications, and hydrodynamics problems. Much attention is given to solid-state
physics with an emphasis on the behavior of matter in extreme conditions under intense laser irradiation. A
number of new results are presented: the behavior of metals in two-temperature states (when the temperature
of the electron subsystem of a metal is much greater than the temperature of the ion subsystem due to ultrafast
laser heating); determining the boundaries of existence of a single-wave propagation mode of elastoplastic
shock waves in ductile metal crystals; the formation of a laser torch from target materials and liquids under
metal laser ablation of a metal into the surrounding liquid; the physical–mechanical consequences (melting,
capillarity, recrystallization) of nonuniform (along the irradiated surface) energy dissipation caused by the
interference of plasmon–polariton and laser electromagnetic fields.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The works of the plasma and lasers department of
the Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics of the
Russian Academy of Sciences are mostly concerned
with problems of high-energy-density physics. This is
how the field of science in which materials of solid-
state densities heated to temperatures of the order of
an electronvolt is called. We are interested in pressures
from intermediate to high ones (tens and hundreds of
GPa) and tensile stresses up to 1–10 GPa causing the
destruction of condensed phases. This is a difficult
field whose study is needed for many important appli-
cations (planetary interiors, beam impacts, high-
speed collisions of condensed bodies). The difficulties
of describing the states referring to high-energy-den-
sity physics stem from the fact that the potential
energy U of interatomic interactions is of the order of
the kinetic energy K. Consequently, neither the theory
of condensed solid and liquid phases, K ≪ U, nor the
theory of gaseous plasmas, U ≪ K, is applicable.

In the applications under consideration (for exam-
ple, beam impacts) we cannot restrict ourselves only
to the thermodynamics of states with a high energy
density. The systems are in motion and, therefore, the
thermodynamic phenomena are intertwined with the
hydrodynamic ones. The motions can be both slow
(we then apply equilibrium thermodynamics) and
superfast. We apply kinetic approaches to describe
superfast changes. In kinetics additional equations
with additional time derivatives are added to the sys-
tem of hydrodynamic equations with the time deriva-
tives of the density, velocity, and internal energy on
their left-hand sides. For example, an additional
energy equation appears in the case of the high-
energy-density physics of a two-temperature medium.
This is discussed below in the text of the paper.

The processes initiated by laser beams lead to
material compressions and extensions. Therefore, in
this paper we consider the physics of shock waves and
phenomena taking place under volume expansion.
The expansion of hot condensed media is accompa-
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nied with evaporation. In turn, the vapors cool down
and condense as the density decreases (nanoparticle
production). This process is particularly complex
when the vapors expand into the surrounding liquid
(laser ablation into a liquid medium).

The extension of less hot (U > K) materials by iner-
tia at a sufficient amplitude of the extension rate gra-
dient leads to mechanical destruction of the con-
densed phase. One talks about the fragmentation or
spallation in a continuous medium. For the solid
phase the fragmentation is connected with the forma-
tion of a network of cracks [1]. In a melt the nucleation
of bubbles, cavitation, occurs. The volume occupied
by the bubbles in a liquid–vapor mixture increases
under negative pressure. This is how the foamed layers
are formed, whose evolution has an effect on the com-
position of the escaped particles and on the surface
structures remaining after the impact.

Under laser action on films, the phenomena of
cavitation on the frontal side of the film and spallation
in the solid medium on the rear side of the film can
combine in a surprising way [2]; the irradiated surface
is called the frontal one. Moreover, the evaporation of
outer layers combines with the cavitation and foaming
of deeper layers on the frontal side at sufficient ener-
getics.

The effects due to phase transitions play an import-
ant role. Melting has a very significant effect. The
transition to the liquid phase abruptly removes the
resistance to body shape deformation. The dynamics
changes qualitatively; the extension of films and the
transfers of matter to considerable distances begin.

The reverse transition from the liquid to solid phase
manifests itself equally remarkably, especially when
the crystallization zone propagates through a moving
body. A wide variety of surface structures, from soli-
tary ones like cupolas under sharply focused laser irra-
diation (small spot) to complex solidified surfaces, are
formed precisely in this way. Such surfaces appear
after ultrashort laser irradiation (up to a few picosec-
onds in duration) and at a large spot area (with an irra-
diation spot size from tens of micrometers).

The perturbations within large spots are a pile-up
of frozen membrane walls surrounding concave pits
and solidified jets often with a droplet above at the jet
apex. Debris in the form of spheres lies on the surface.
These are the droplets detached and returned back by
surface tension. The pits are the traces of foam bub-
bles. Complex structures are formed under both opti-
cal and X-ray irradiation due to the competition of
inertia, capillary forces, and fast recrystallization:
cooling at a rate of 1012 K s–1, melt supercooling of
hundreds of degrees, and limiting propagation speeds
of freezing zones ~100 m s–1 (they are determined by
the diffusion of atoms in the melt). Consequently,
plasmons have little effect on their formation (the
X-ray frequencies are much greater than the plasma
ones).
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Much attention in the literature is given to the pro-
duction of nanoparticles. Laser ablation into a liquid is
an ecologically clean variant of such production.
Today the theory of the corresponding processes lags
significantly behind the experiment, where, acting
empirically, practitioners apply a wide variety of irradi-
ation conditions in duration, energetics, and impact
spot size. Below in the paper we consider the problem of
the description of ablation under irradiation through
the transparent liquid of a light-absorbing target.

The technological direction using combined
impacts belongs to the advanced ones. The electro-
magnetic waves from a laser and surface plasmon
polaritons add up. Fine control of the spatial dissipa-
tion power distribution in the skin layer of a metal is
exercised in this way on microscales. Perfect synchro-
nization in time and space, coherence, and phase
characteristics of waves are used. The power distribu-
tion is related to interference and the formation of a
standing wave. As a result, a hologram (a specified
relief on the surface) is recorded, with a plasmon
polariton with a specified phase being initiated on the
surface under its illumination [3].

The activity of the department of the Landau Insti-
tute for Theoretical Physics of the Russian Academy of
Sciences is connected with the construction of physi-
cal models and predictive numerical simulations on
this basis. In many respects, such simulations is based
on the equations of thermodynamic state for pertinent
materials. The present-day equation-of-state database
was created at the Joint Institute for High Tempera-
tures of the Russian Academy of Sciences and the
Institute for Problems of Chemical Physics of the Rus-
sian Academy of Sciences [4–7]. The impetus to the
development of a computational–experimental equa-
tion-of-state database associated with the Vega mis-
sion, the Venus and Halley’s Comet project (see the
next section), was important. Physical models are
needed to theoretically describe and optimize the laser
experiments that are being carried out at M.B.
Agranat’s department of the Joint Institute for High
Temperatures of the Russian Academy of Sciences.

The paper is structured as follows. The questions
related to the equations of state for condensed matter
and their hydrodynamic applications are outlined in
Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to the physics of the
interaction of ultrashort laser pulses with matter. The
results on shock waves in solids are presented in Sec-
tion 4. The problems of an ultrahigh-speed impact are
outlined in Section 5. Sections 6 and 7 are devoted to
astrophysical applications and laser technologies,
respectively.

In the 1960s–1990s many fundamental results were
obtained in the department under the leadership of
S.I. Anisimov. They refer to a plasma corona and laser
thermonuclear fusion [8, 9], conical targets for the
generation of neutrons under laser action [10]; the
Vlasov equations, plasma parametric instabilities, and
D THEORETICAL PHYSICS  Vol. 129  No. 4  2019
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Langmuir collapse [11–13]. The evaporative ablation
[14–17] and the ablation front instability [17–19] were
studied in detail. The stability of the melting and
recrystallization fronts was analyzed [18–23]. The
hydrodynamic and Knudsen regimes of vapor expan-
sion and the coexistence of these regimes were studied
[24–28]. The evaporation kinetics is a complex, mul-
tistep process [28]. The three-dimensional effects of
the expansion [29, 30] and compression of a spherical
target [31] were described using an elegant exact solu-
tion (ellipsoids with a linear velocity distribution along
the radius). This approach originates from the well-
known classical solutions for rotating bodies like a
Maclaurin spheroid and Dirichlet ellipsoids; during
rotation the velocity distribution is a linear function of
radius. An additional integral of motion is used in the
solution. Recently, E.A. Kuznetsov has found out that
the mathematically corresponding equations are cou-
pled with Ermakov’s systems [32]. It was discovered
that the optical dielectric breakdown is associated with
submicron inclusions [33–37]. The works on electron
photoemission, metallic hydrogen, and liquid crystals
are important. A huge work was done on hydrodynam-
ics and hydrodynamic instabilities. Unfortunately, an
overview of all these studies is too large and goes far
beyond the scope of this paper devoted to new results.

2. EQUATIONS OF STATE
AND A HIGH-VELOCITY IMPACT

Vega turned out to be the most successful of all
Soviet space research projects. This is because of, first,
the competent management of the institutes and the
concerted actions of various subdivisions of the Acad-
emy of Sciences of the USSR and, second, the fruitful
work of scientists. The Landau Institute for Theoreti-
cal Physics in the person of its director I.M. Khalat-
nikov made a substantial contribution to the project
(awarded the State Prize of the USSR). The time-
proven tandem of S.I. Anisimov’s department and the
research team of the Institute for High Temperatures
headed by V.E. Fortov worked effectively.

As a result, two very important goals were achieved.
(1) An original concept of spacecraft dust protec-

tion was proposed, justified, and implemented [38–
41]. The protection was accomplished in the form of a
bumper shield with two sheets, with the first sheet act-
ing as a vaporizer of superfast cometary dust grains.

(2) The Photon instrument was constructed and
installed onboard the spacecraft. Data on the coarsest
cometary dust fraction in the comet coma were
obtained for the first time with this instrument [42].

A fleet of six satellites created and controlled by
four national space agencies was sent to the comet.
Two Russian spacecraft, Vega 1 and Vega 2, and
Giotto—a creation of the European Space Agency,
were the most important component of the f leet.
These three spacecraft were equipped with a lot of sci-
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entific instruments. Many of them were designed at
the Space Research Institute; the principal investiga-
tor of the project was R.Z. Sagdeev. Vega 1 and Vega 2
played a key role. The point is that the Giotto space-
craft f lying behind Vegas was accurately pointed
toward the comet owing to the detailed information
about the comet trajectory arrived from them. The
rendezvous of Vegas with the comet at distances of
9000 and 8000 km occurred on March 6 and 9, 1986.

Several days after the f light correction using the
Soviet spacecraft (on the night from March 13 to 14,
1986), Giotto f lew at a distance of 600 km from the
comet nucleus. Being so close to the nucleus in the
period of perihelion passage by the comet, Giotto was
significantly damaged. Halley’s Comet passed
through the perihelion of its orbit on March 10. On the
days of perihelion passage the activity of the comet was
highest due to its proximity to the Sun.

Very valuable information about the comet was
obtained; the preliminary reports alone filled the May
issue of Nature (vol. 321, May 15, 1986). There are
several thousand references to them. For example, the
sizes of the comet, a giant structure with a volume of
the order of the annual drainage of Volga or of the
order of the Elbrus Vulcan, were accurately deter-
mined. The comet turned out to reflect the light very
poorly (its albedo is a few percent, blacker than coal,
the so-called “March snow”) and to be strongly
heated. The dust composition was studied—there is
much organics (important for the concepts of the ori-
gin of life on Earth); the grain size distribution at var-
ious distances from the comet was determined. The
above-mentioned Photon instrument provided data
on large dust grains and recorded a strong spatial inho-
mogeneity of the dust cloud [42].

Vegas f lew to the comet for more than one year; the
coma passage at distances of ~10000 km took about
5 min. This was because the velocity with which the
spacecraft approached the comet nucleus was
extremely high (80 km s–1!) (the proximity to the Sun
and the rendezvous head-on). The central zone of the
coma at the stage of perihelion passage was filled with
dense gases and high-concentration cometary dust.
That is why the above-mentioned problem of space-
craft dust protection was extremely important.

Of course, studies at velocities of ~100 km s–1 are
not a problem where individual atoms are involved.
However, here we are talking about condensed parti-
cles with a mass up to 10–9 g and sizes up to 10 μm. So
far there are no devices on Earth in which particles of
such a mass could be accelerated to 100 km s–1. Only
submicron-sized particles are accelerated to this
velocity on a Van de Graaff (electrostatic) accelerator
at a limiting voltage of 2 MV, which the mass control
being a separate problem.

Huge work was carried out over several years to
prepare the f light. The work was carried out at the
Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics of the Acad-
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emy of Sciences of the USSR (the director I.M.
Khalatnikov) in S.I. Anisimov’s department in collab-
oration with V.E. Fortov’s research team. If necessary,
specialists of other subdivisions were invited to partic-
ipate: the Lavochkin Research and Production Asso-
ciation, the Moscow Aviation Institute, the Institute of
Solid State Physics, and the Space Research Institute.
As a result, before the f light it was clear how an ultra-
fast cometary dust grain interacted with the spacecraft
structures.

How can this be clarified without a direct experi-
ment? Powerful codes for three-dimensional collision
computations were developed. The equations of state
for condensed matter were carefully described. The
most important contribution of V.E. Fortov’s team
was the development of multiphase wide-range equa-
tions of state [39, 40].

The point is that a huge kinetic energy, about half a
million degrees pen nucleon, is dissipated in such an
interaction; for comparison, the energy per nucleon
under the impact of an armor-piercing shell is lower by
four orders of magnitude. Therefore, all phases, from
a crystal to a melt and from a melt to evaporation and
heating to the plasma state, should be encompassed.
Let us explain the necessity of wide-range equations of
state.

During the rendezvous with Halley’s Comet the
energy per atom, say, of iron is ~2 keV at the first ion-
ization potential of 8 eV. Thus, a plasma of multiply
charged ions emerges in the near impact zone, while
the temperature drops by more than an order of mag-
nitude (due to the expenditure on ionization) com-
pared to the temperature of ~2 keV that would be
when neglecting the ionization. Subsequently, the
density and temperature decrease rapidly due to
expansion; the impact products are a recombining
plasma, a gas of neutrals, clusters of condensates,
droplets of hydrodynamic liquid ejection, and solid
particles of peripheral spallation destruction. The
products f ly apart in wide ranges of emission angles
and velocities from tens of km s–1 to tens of m s–1.

Before the f light comet scientists neglected the
ionization in their estimates (a dust grain was repre-
sented by the equation of state for an ideal gas), while
the shock wave in the barrier was described as a strong
Sedov shock; recall that this solution is suitable only
for an ideal gas with a fixed adiabatic index. Hence a
huge role of hydrodynamic codes in real geometry and
with real equations of state is clear. Such necessary
studies were performed in S.I. Anisimov’s department
in collaboration with V.E. Fortov’s team.

Moreover, the numerical studies were supple-
mented by comparisons with full-scale experiments,
which allowed the adequacy of physical models and
applied codes to be proven. The experiments were car-
ried out with the application of lasers and high-current
relativistic electron beams (Angara) [41]. The impact
JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL AN
parameters (energetics, duration, spot size) corre-
sponded to the impact of a cometary dust grain.

As a result of these works, a system of spacecraft
protection against incoming cometary dust was
designed. Thus, an invaluable contribution to the suc-
cessful execution of the project was made.

3. ULTRASHORT PULSES
Our department may be called the founder of the

theory of high-power ultrashort laser action. Indeed,
the classic paper [43], where the physics of various
phenomena arising under irradiation of matter by
ultrashort pulses is described, was approximately ten
years ahead of the creation of such lasers in the 1980s.
The exceptional importance of this subject matter
using femtosecond lasers was noted in 2018 by award-
ing the Nobel Prize for Physics (G. Mourou, A. Ash-
kin, D. Strickland) [43].

3.1. The Physics of Two-Temperature States
The two-temperature states are required to be

taken into account in the cases where an ultrashort
(with a duration τL ~ 0.01–1 ps) laser pulse acts on a
metal. The point is that the absorbed laser energy dis-
sipates in the electron subsystem; in this case, the tem-
perature equilibrium between the electron and ion
subsystems has no time to be established in the pulse
action time [43]. Accordingly, the electron tempera-
ture Te turns out to be much higher than the ion tem-
perature Ti. At present, the theory of two-temperature
states started with the pioneering papers [43, 44]
already has a long history of its development [45, 46].
In this section we describe the approaches and the
results obtained in the department to the thermal
physics (equation of state) and kinetic coefficients
(thermal conductivity and electron–ion heat
exchange coefficient) of materials in two-temperature
states.

In addition to the parameter τL, which defines the
laser action duration, there are three intrinsic relax-
ation time scales: τee = 1/νee, τei = 1/νei, and τii = 1/νii,
defined by the electron–electron, electron–phonon,
and phonon–phonon collision frequencies. The
energy distributions of electrons and ions depend on
them.

A Fermi distribution of electrons with a current
local (in material) temperature Te(x, t) is established in
times of the order of τee = 1/νee; for simplicity, we talk
about the one-dimensional case with a spatial coordi-
nate x. The frequency νee increases approximately as
the square of the electron temperature up to tempera-
tures Te ~ 1 eV [47]; at higher temperatures Te the
increase of the function ν(Te) slows down sharply [47].
The estimates from [48, 49] show that if the energy
absorbed in the time of an ultrashort pulse exceeds
~1 mJ cm–2, then a Fermi distribution in the metal is
D THEORETICAL PHYSICS  Vol. 129  No. 4  2019
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established in a time of the order of the duration of the
pulses considered here, 0.1 ps. We are interested in the
situations where the energy absorbed by the target
exceeds the melting and ablation thresholds. The typ-
ical ablation thresholds are ~100 mJ cm–2; the melting
threshold is several times lower. Therefore, it is admis-
sible to use the temperature Te to describe the electron
subsystem from the earliest pulse action stages.

The electron–electron and electron–ion collision
cross sections are comparable, but the time teq of
absorbed energy transfer from the electron subsystem
to the ion one is much greater than a time scale of the
order of τee due to the large ion-to-electron mass ratio;
of course, this is said for our range of absorbed ener-
gies beginning from values of the order of tens and
hundreds of mJ cm–2, where τee decreases to 1–10 fs.
The isolation of the physics of two-temperature states
into a separate research direction is explained by this
fact. Let us explain that the free f light times in elec-
tron–electron (τee) and electron–ion (τei) collisions
(under the conditions of interest to us) are compara-
ble, while teq is much greater than τee and τei.

Here, it is appropriate to clarify the two-tempera-
ture model with regard to the phonon subsystem. The
approximation of an isotropic elastic body and the
Debye model of a solid body with longitudinal and
transverse modes are usually applied; it is assumed
that the temperatures of the phonon subsystem are
higher than the Debye one and that the phonon sub-
system is in equilibrium, i.e., characterized by the ion
temperature Ti. In this case, the frequency of the hard-
est phonon modes is ~10 THz, i.e., their periods are
~100 fs. Clearly, the thermalization time of these
modes (mode lifetime) exceeds the period at least by
an order of magnitude, i.e., ~1 ps or more. A super-
sonic electron that generates a longitudinal phonon
through the Cherenkov mechanism produces mostly
the hardest longitudinal acoustic phonons if there are
no optical modes. If such modes are present, then
both optical and high-frequency acoustic phonons are
generated.

Subsequently, the hard phonons decay due to the
presence of anharmonic corrections. It takes a long time
for the phonon temperature to be established. It takes a
particularly long time for the equilibrium (in tempera-
ture) long-wavelength tail of the distribution (up to
nanoseconds) to be formed [50–52]. However, the soft
part of the phonon distribution contains a small fraction
of the energy and, therefore, is insignificant in the
energy balances. We see that the time it takes for a com-
plete or effective equilibrium to be established in the
phonon subsystem is comparable to the electron–elec-
tron relaxation time teq or exceeds this time.

A number of papers devoted to analyzing the influ-
ence of phonon distribution nonequilibrium on the
electron–phonon relaxation rate have appeared [53–
58]. According to [53], in aluminum the correspond-
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ing correction to the electron–phonon relaxation
coefficient is of the order of tens of percent. On the
other hand, the calculations in [56] give a few percent
for this correction.

Thus, first, the separation of two-temperature
studies into an independent branch of science is con-
nected with the relative lifetime of the system in such
states. Second, it turns out (see below) that the ther-
modynamic and kinetic characteristics of two-tem-
perature materials differ significantly from those in
one-temperature states. The electron contributions to
the thermodynamics (the change of the equation of
state) and the increase in electron thermal conductiv-
ity are most important for calculating the dynamics of
targets with two-temperature relaxation in them. In
this case, the relaxation duration is determined by the
electron–ion energy exchange coefficient. The pres-
sure of hot electrons stretching the ion subsystem plays
an important role at the stage of incomplete electron–
ion relaxation. Furthermore, the two-temperature
thermal conductivity of metals can be much greater
than the thermal conductivity at room temperature.

The system of two-temperature hydrodynamic
equations in a one-dimensional geometry written in
Lagrangian coordinates is [59]

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Above we have written the mass conservation law (1),
the trajectory x(x0, t) of a material particle with a
Lagrangian coordinate x0, x(x0, t = –∞), ρ0 is the ini-
tial density. The momentum conservation law is repre-
sented by Eq. (2), where u(x0, t) is the Lagrangian par-
ticle velocity. The kinematic condition has the form
(3). The energy conservation law is written separately
for the electron and ion subsystems. The energy bal-
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Fig. 1. (Color online) The gold isochore constructed
according to the wide-range equation of state (solid curve)
[5–7, 66, 71, 72] and in accordance with the Mie–
Grüneisen approach (green dots). In the latter case, the
Grüneisen parameter does not depend on temperature and
is 3.1 for the specified density that on this isochore is equal
to the density under normal conditions, 19.3 g cm–3. The
behavior on the isochore is important, because when irra-
diated by an ultrashort pulse with an absorbed energy of
the order of or higher than the ablation threshold, a
~100-nm-thick layer melts in a time tm of the order of a few
picoseconds. The rarefaction wave traveling away from the
boundary with a vacuum has time to traverse a distance
cstm ~ 5–10 nm. Therefore, the density of the material in
the heating layer changes little. There are three regions
referring to the solid phase, the liquid–crystal mixture,
and the melt.
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0 4 8 12
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Solid S + L Liquid
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Fig. 2. (Color online) The gold isochore (cf. Fig. 1). In
these variables the Mie–Grüneisen isochore (green dots)
and the isochore from the wide-range equation of state
(solid curve) differ more dramatically. The arrows mark
the intersection of the solidus and liquidus with the iso-
chore. In the melting region the pressure on the isochore
rises much faster than it does in the single-phase regions.
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ance in the ion subsystem is described by Eq. (6). The
heating power per unit volume due to the absorption of
laser radiation pulse is specified by Eq. (7), where δ is
the skin layer thickness and τL is the laser pulse dura-
tion. Formula (7) with the function θ(x), x > 0, and
θ(x) = 0, x < 0, is valid for moderate-intensity ultra-
short pulses, when the shift of the contact boundary in
the pulse action time may be neglected. At the initial
time it is at the point x = 0. The absorbing material is
located on the right, at x > 0.

The system of two-temperature equations (1)–(7)
represents the mass, momentum, and energy conser-
vation laws. We provided this system here to pinpoint
the places in which the terms representing the equa-
tion of state, the thermal conductivity, and the elec-
tron–ion heat exchange coefficient appear in the
equations. The total pressure p = pe + pi enters into
Eq. (2) for the momentum. The thermal conductivity
κ removes (4), (5) the heat absorbed by electrons from
the skin layer. Heat is transferred from electron to
electron into the target along the electron subsystem.
Concurrently, there is heat transfer from hot electrons
to cold ions at all distances from the target boundary.
JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL AN
Thus, the equation of state, the thermal conductiv-
ity, and the heat exchange coefficient α (5) should be
known to solve the system. The equation of state
relates the internal energy, the pressure, and the tem-
peratures of the subsystems Te and Ti.

3.2. The Equation of State

The equations derived in our department describe
the two-temperature (Te ≫ Ti) and one-temperature
(Te ≈ Ti) states in a unified continuous way [60–62].
The electron contribution dominates at high tempera-
tures Te: the electron thermal pressure exceeds the ion
thermal pressure and the electron thermal conductiv-
ity begins to exceed 3kB (Dulong–Petit law), where kB
is the Boltzmann constant. At Te ≈ 2 eV the condensed
phase for different metals and, accordingly, the bound
state of matter cease to exist even at low temperatures
Ti of the phonon subsystem (see Figs. 2b and 2c in
[63]). Thus, this temperature is an analogue of the
critical temperature in the one-temperature case.
When heated to Te ≈ 2 eV for a cold ion subsystem and
a low external pressure, the metal expands by tens of
percent before the bound states cease to exist. In this
case, the electron pressure begins to exceed the maxi-
mal voltage across the resistance that the condensed
matter can produce in response to its stretching. This
emphasizes the importance of research on the physics
of two-temperature states.

The idea of analytical approximations of the
descriptions of two-temperature states is to separate
D THEORETICAL PHYSICS  Vol. 129  No. 4  2019
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Fig. 3. (Color online) The thermal conductivity of solid

ruthenium with a normal density of 12.45 g cm–3 in two-
temperature states (curve Σ). The thermal conductivity Σ
was obtained by adding the thermal resistances. These are
partial resistances. One of them is related to the scattering
of electrons carrying the heat f low by ions. The conductiv-
ity i corresponds to it. The second resistance is a conse-
quence of the scattering of s electrons by ruthenium s and

d electrons. It is represented by the conductivity e.
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the electron (Fe) and ion (Fi) contributions to the free

energy:

(8)

Accordingly, the contributions to the pressure p =
pe + pi and the internal energy E = Ee + Ei are broken

down into the same sum. The separation (8) was pro-
posed in the 1960s in various works on constructing
the equations of state for condensed matter at high
temperatures [4, 40, 64–67] (see also [5–7, 68–70]).
We are talking about condensed states, i.e., states with
a high density of matter. In our situations we can talk
about the physics of two-temperature states with a
high energy density—two-temperature warm dense
matter. We emphasize that in early works these were
one-temperature equations of state, i.e., the electron
and ion temperatures were equal.

At temperatures of the order of the temperature at
the critical point and densities of the order of the den-
sity of matter at the critical point, the electron contri-
bution in metals is comparable to the ion contribution
(here this is discussed as applied to one-temperature
states). In this case, the ion contribution to the pres-
sure is negative, while the electron one is positive.
Their difference forms a critical pressure pc noticeably

lower than the absolute values of the terms of each
contribution.

In the approximation (8) only the thermal contri-
bution pe is associated with the electrons. In this sense,

the two-temperature equation of state is similar to the
equation of state in the Mie–Grüneisen approxima-
tion:

(9)

The thermal contribution in the one-temperature case
is pT. In the two-temperature case (9) the thermal con-

tribution breaks up into two contributions: the elec-
tron pe with temperature Te and the ion pT|i with tem-

perature Ti [45, 60].

Our approach to the two-temperature equation of
thermodynamic state is as follows. The ion part Fi (8)

either is taken from the multiphase wide-range equa-
tion of state [5–7, 66] or is approximated in the Mie–
Grüneisen approximation. These approaches are
compared in Figs. 1 and 2. The Solid and Liquid
regions in Fig. 1 are separated by the S + L melting
corridor, in which the two-phase mixture is located.
According to Fig. 1, the increase in internal energy Eint

under isochoric melting is 2.3 × 109 J m–3. This quan-
tity is equal to 23.6 kJ/mol per unit mass. The latent
heat of melting for gold is considerably smaller,
12.55 kJ/mol. The minimum ion internal energy in a

pure melt at a density of 19.3 g cm–3 is 6.85 GPa, or
0.27 eV/atom = 70 kJ/mol.

A shortcoming of the Mie–Grüneisen approxima-
tion compared to the multiphase equation of state [5–
7, 66, 71, 72] is the absence of a saturated vapor pres-

= + .e iF F F

= + +cold| | .i T i ep p p p
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sure and a melting curve. From Figs. 1 and 2 it can be

understood how significantly the absence of a latent

heat of melting affects the results. The isochoric

dependences are shown, because under ultrashort

heating the volume expansion of matter at the two-

temperature stage is small. We see from the depen-

dences p(Eint) of pressure on internal energy that the

difference is small if we restrict ourselves to the energy

range shown in Fig. 1 and, accordingly, to the tem-

peratures below 5 kK (cf. Figs. 1 and 2), with the melt-

ing heat having little effect on the dependences p(Eint).

The decrease in the Grüneisen parameter in the liquid

phase compared to the solid turns out to be more sig-

nificant. In the Mie–Grüneisen model the Grüneisen

parameter is determined from the solid phase and does

not depend on temperature.

The difference in temperature between the two

approaches is greater. This difference is concentrated

in the melting region and reaches its maximum at the

melting end point (the transition from a mixture to a

pure melt). The melting start and end points are

marked by the arrows in Fig. 2. The melting start tem-

perature of 2030 K on the chosen isochore is higher

that the gold melting temperature of 1337 K at low

pressures. At the melting end point of 2390 K the

Mie–Grüneisen pressure is lower by 6.4 GPa at equal

temperatures, lower than the pressure from the multi-

phase equation of state. The Mie–Grüneisen tem-

perature is higher by 860 K at equal pressures of

22 GPa.
YSICS  Vol. 129  No. 4  2019
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Fig. 4. (Color online). The thermal conductivity of solid

ruthenium with a normal density of 12.45 g cm–3 in two-
temperature states. It is shown how a rise in the tempera-
ture Ti of the ion subsystem affects the thermal conductiv-

ity. Above Te = 10 kK a rise in Ti from 300 K by an order of

magnitude is seen to change little thermal conductivity κ.
This is because in this hot (in Te) region the electron–elec-

tron scattering is the main one.
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The influence of the replacement of the multiphase

equation of state by the Mie–Grüneisen equation is

analyzed in detail in [73]. The analysis was performed

using a hydrodynamic f low in which a plate is perfo-

rated by a sphere f lying at a high velocity as an example

(see also Section 2 above). The shock adiabats of these

approaches are virtually identical (see Fig. 4b in [73]).

A huge difference between the approaches is seen in

the unloading adiabats going from the states at high

pressures behind the shock (several Mbar or higher).

The difference in unloading adiabats arises and grows

as the binodal (vapor–liquid phase equilibrium curve)

is approached from high pressures. Clearly, since the

evaporation is disregarded in the Mie–Grüneisen

equation, this difference is attributable to the low

vapor density in the mixture.

The electron part of the two-temperature equation

of state is obtained through quantum-mechanical cal-

culations in the density functional approximation. In

this case, the ion subsystem is considered at Ti = 0 (the

ions are at rest at lattice sites). The lattice constant is

varied to understand the influence of a change in den-

sity. A series of calculations with a rising electron tem-

perature is made for various densities. The electrons

are distributed in energy in accordance with the Fermi

distribution and in accordance with the spectrum of

electronic state densities for given density and tem-

perature Te.
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3.3. The Hydrodynamic Phenomena Associated
with the High Thermal Conductivity
of Metals in Two-Temperature States

Laser action consists in heating a material. If the
pulse is ultrashort, then the hydrodynamic phenom-
ena (the generation of acoustic compression and rar-
efaction waves) propagating with the speed of sound
lag behind the thermal effects, because there is a
supersonic propagation of heat into the heating layer
[70, 74–77]. Here it is necessary to separate the stages
of the thermal effects. As is clear from what has been
said above, there are two thermal stages. They refer to
the two-temperature and one-temperature stages,
respectively. It is the two-temperature stage that pro-
ceeds with a supersonic speed [76, 78, 79], i.e., at this
stage the heat absorbed in the skin layer propagates
into the target at speeds greater than the speed of
sound.

The physical reasons why the heat propagation
speed can be supersonic are simple. First, this is

because the magnitude of the Fermi velocity  ~

108 cm s–1 (the electrons move with this velocity) is
great compared to the speed of sound cs = (3–7) ×

105 cm s–1 [76]. Second, the moderate ratio of the
heating layer thickness dT at the two-temperature stage

to the thickness le of the Knudsen layer in electron

mean free path plays an important role [76].

Indeed, from the formula x(t) = 2 , where χ =

(1/3)le  is the thermal diffusivity, it is easy to derive

(10)

where MF = /cs ~ 100 is the Mach number in Fermi

velocity, τe = le/ , le is the electron mean free path.

Let the transition between the two- and one-tempera-
ture stages occur as the Mach number of the heat wave
decreases to Meq ~ 1. According to (10), the thickness

dT of the heating layer created at the two-temperature

stage is then

(11)

The numerical estimate in (11) was made for typical
parameters MF = 100, Meq = 1, and le = 2 nm. The dura-

tion of the two-temperature stage, at which the heating
layer dT grows supersonically, is estimated to be

(12)

In the estimate (12) we used the parameters given

above. In this case, the mean free time τe = le/  is 2 fs.

The supersonic propagation of heat is responsible
for the emission of acoustic disturbances [70, 74, 76,
80]. The emission occurs in the transonic heat propa-
gation segment. In this segment, the rate of heat prop-
agation into the bulk of the heated layer decreases
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Hydrostatic compression (hydrostat
curve) and shock adiabats, the elastic (Helast) and plastic
(Hplast) ones. The plastic (cplast) and elastic (celast) speeds
of sound are shown. The single-wave elastoplastic regime
of propagation exists in the range between the limiting
speed Delast|max of the single-wave structure and the elastic
speed of sound celast.
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Profiles of the density ρ, longitudi-
nal pressure p11, and shear stress s = (1/2)[p11 – (p22 +
p33)/2]. The shock amplitude is 6 GPa; 1 is the trace in the
density profile from subsurface bubbles. The profiles are
the results of averaging along directions 22 and 33 trans-
verse to direction 11. Direction 11 is perpendicular to the
initial position of the f lat aluminum boundary. Mark 2 is
the melting front, the liquid phase is to the left of this front;
3 is the spallation pulse that is formed at the time of bubble
nucleation and removes the tensile stress. At the melting
front the shear stress s abruptly becomes zero.
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Fig. 7. (Color online) The profiles and designations are the
same as those in Fig. 6. Note the change of sign of the
stress s in the solid layer 1 near the molted layer.
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from supersonic to highly subsonic. In the same seg-
ment the electron and ion temperatures are equalized
and the two-temperature regime ends. If the penetra-
tion of heat into the volume is accompanied by a
supersonic expansion of the melting layer in the mate-
rial (in this case, the material is at rest, there is no geo-
metrical expansion of the material), then a trace from
the melting process remains on the rarefaction wave
profile [70, 76]; the Grüneiser parameter is increased
in the melting corridor between the solidus and liqui-
dus; supersonic melting is called in the literature
homogeneous melting; it is contrasted with slow (sub-
sonic) heterogeneous melting in the spirit of Stefan’s
problem.

This trace is a steep compression wave segment
(due to the increase in Grüneiser parameter in the
melting corridor). The presence of such a segment
accelerates the compression wave breaking and the
shock formation and affects the shock splitting into an
elastic precursor and a plastic shock [70, 76]. We will
return to the problem of laser shock initiation below, in
the section devoted to shock waves.

The hydrodynamic consequences of the sharp
increase in thermal conductivity at the two-tempera-
ture stage were analyzed in our department [76, 79]. In
Figs. 6 and 7 from [79] the mean expansion velocity of

the melting layer is 20 km s–1. The phenomenon of
very fast heat propagation after the action of a femto-
second pulse at an early stage is seen on the graphs
constructed numerically in many papers [81, 82]. Pre-
viously, however, this phenomenon was not associated
with the two-temperature stage and with the sharp
increase in thermal diffusivity at this stage. There were
JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL PH
no physical explanations (Fermi velocity) why this dif-

fusivity increases so dramatically either.

An exceptionally high speed of heat propagation

from the skin layer into the film with a rapid attain-

ment of the film rear side and heating of this side

recorded in the experiment [83] was pointed out

already in the first experimental works on the action of

femtosecond pulses on thin films. Gold films 50–

100 nm in thickness were used. The pump–probe
YSICS  Vol. 129  No. 4  2019
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technique for measuring the thermoreflectance, i.e.,
the change in reflectivity from the surface when
heated, was applied.

At that time, experimenters explained such anom-
alously fast heat propagation by assuming the ballistic
passage of electrons through the entire film thickness
of ~100 nm without collisions. Actually, the electron
mean free path is smaller. At the same time, however,
the thermal diffusivity χ at the two-temperature stage is
exceptionally large—it increases by two orders of mag-
nitude compared to its values at room temperature.

Thus, an ultrashort pulse generates a number of
thermal and hydrodynamic phenomena. If the target is
thicker than the heating depth dT, then the thermal evo-

lution of the heating layer at the two-temperature stage
is defined by two parameters, κ and α (see Eq. (5)).
Given these parameters, the heating depth dT and the

relaxation duration teq can be estimated [59, 84].

In thin films (df < dT) the material through the film

thickness heats up rapidly, even before the end of two-
temperature relaxation (df is the film thickness). The

subsequent two-temperature thermal evolution
depends on the parameter α. Note the interesting
research on the hydrodynamics of thin films carried
out in our department [63, 85–97]. The papers
devoted to the hydrodynamics of thin films exposed to
sharply focused (the illumination spot on the film is
limited by the diffraction limit) ultrashort radiation
pulses are listed here.

The recent paper [98] correlates with the above
considerations regarding the sharp increase in thermal
diffusivity at the two-temperature stage [97, 99]. The
heating spot on the film has time to slightly expand
radially in the two-temperature regime; it is of the
order of dT, but now dT is the distance in the radial

direction (and not along the normal to the film sur-
face), small compared to the radius RL of the laser

heating spot if RL ≈ 1 μm or more. To record the effect,

the radius RL should be as small as possible (the dif-

fraction limit and the application of lasers in the ultra-
violet).

3.4. The Thermal Conductivity
of Metals in Two-Temperature States

Beginning with the pioneering paper [43], much
work has been done in our department to determine
the thermal conductivity in the two-temperature
regime [46, 47, 49, 61, 62, 75, 78, 100–109]. A proper
description of the thermal conductivity is extremely
important for two-temperature hydrodynamics simu-
lations. After a short overview, we will present new
results referring to such a refractory metal as ruthe-
nium.

First the following formula was proposed [110,
111]:
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(13)

where te = Te/TF , ti = Ti/TF , TF is the Fermi tempera-
ture. Formula (13) is based on the assumption that the
electron–electron collision frequency increases as

(14)

where the coefficient B is constant if Te ≪ TF.

The question is to what temperatures less than TF
does Eq. (14) hold? This question was investigated in
[47] using aluminum as an example. It turned out that
quite early, at Te ≈ 1 eV, the rapid (quadratic) increase

in frequency (14) is saturated. At temperatures above
this one, the frequency (14) increases, but much more
slowly.

A one-band metal was considered in [47]. Subse-
quently, complex cases with transition metals were
analyzed in our works. In such metals the conduction
band is formed from the s, p, and d bands.

The techniques of quantum-mechanical calcula-
tions using the density functional theory were mas-
tered and the electronic spectra (the density of elec-
tronic states as a function of energy) of several metals
were calculated (see the papers listed above). An
approach called the two-parabola approximation was
developed for d metals. In this approximation the cal-
culated electronic spectrum is fitted by two parabolas.
One parabola corresponds to the s or sp band of the
electronic spectrum. The second parabola fits the d
band [49, 103]. The two-parabola approach allowed
the thermal conductivity κ and the electron–ion heat
exchange coefficient α to be calculated in the tau
approximation for a number of d metals [49, 103].

In an approximation simpler than (13) the thermal
conductivity is written as

(15)

where κrt is the thermal conductivity at room tempera-
ture. Formula (15) is applicable in the case of ultra-
short pulses at the two-temperature stage if the expan-
sion of matter may be neglected. The meaning of
Eq. (15) is simple. The numerator arises due to the
increase in electron-gas heat capacity, while the
denominator is related to the scattering by phonons.
Above the Debye temperature the frequency νei of this
scattering is proportional to the lattice temperature:

(16)

An obvious shortcoming of Eq. (15) compared to
Eq. (13) is that the scattering by electrons is ignored.
Accordingly, Eq. (15) is applicable in a limited range
of temperatures, as a rule, below Te = (5–10) kK. Note

an interesting fact. Although Eq. (13) takes into
account the frequency νee, the influence of this fre-

quency on the conductivity κ begins where the
approximation (14) ceases to be valid. However, here
we would like to note another, more subtle fact.
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The point is that Eq. (16) breaks down in the case
of d metals with an incompletely filled d band. More
specifically, it turns out that the coefficient of propor-
tionality in Eq. (16) depends on the electron tempera-
ture Te [102]. This dependence is very significant if the

upper edge E2 of the d band exceeds the Fermi energy

only slightly: E2 – EF ≪ EF. In the segment from the

Fermi energy to the edge E2 the d states are empty at

low temperatures Te. For example, nickel, platinum,

and palladium belong to metals with small E2 [112].

The calculations in [102] show that the coefficient of
proportionality in (16) decreases sharply at Te ≤ E2.

The high values of this coefficient (at Te ≪ E2) for met-

als with small E2 are attributable to the high density of

empty states near the Fermi level (Mott’s effect [102]).
At Te ~ E2 these states cease to be empty.

Unfortunately, the two-temperature thermal con-
ductivity of each metal has to be calculated individu-
ally. Let us apply the technique described above to cal-
culate the thermal conductivity of ruthenium—an
important refractory metal that is applied, for exam-
ple, in present-day photolithographic machines (see
Section 3.7 about the ASML Company). The results
of our calculations are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The
thermal conductivity κ is calculated in two steps. First,
the thermal resistance caused by the scattering by the
ion subsystem is found. Then, the electron–electron
contribution to the resistance is determined. Next, the
resistances are added, as for two series-connected
conductors.

The total resistance asymptotically reaches the ion
resistance at low temperatures Te. Indeed, there are

few excited electrons at such temperatures. Therefore,
the electron–electron contribution to the resistance is
negligible. In contrast, at high temperatures Te the

electron–electron scattering dominates.

3.5. On the Internal Heat Flow from Hot Electrons
to the Ion Subsystem

The energy transfer from hot electrons to ions is
proportional to the energy exchange coefficient α (5)
between the electron and ion subsystems. Many
papers are devoted to calculating the coefficient α. In
our approach with the two-parabola approximation of
the electronic spectrum the coefficient α is calculated
separately for the s- and d-band electrons [49]. Thus,
the total value of α is a sum of the partial contribu-
tions, α = αs + αd.

Note also the important paper [113] (see Ch. 4 and
Fig. 4 in it), where the coefficient α was calculated for
a nonmetallic material, i.e., for a material with a gap in
the electron energy spectrum (wide-bandgap LiF
insulator). The dependence α(Te) for an insulator dif-

fers qualitatively from the case of a metal. At low tem-
peratures Te there are few electrons in the conduction
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band and, therefore, the heat transfer power α(Te – Ti)

to the ion subsystem (per unit volume) is low.

3.6. Newton Rings

Above we have outlined the questions referring to
the physics of two-temperature states. These include
the system of two-temperature hydrodynamic equa-
tions (1)–(7), the two-temperature equations of ther-
modynamic state (Section 3.2), the two-temperature
thermal conductivity (Section 3.4), and the energy
exchange coefficient between the electron and ion
subsystems in condensed matter (Section 3.5). The
shortness of ultrashort laser action is responsible for
the formation of two-temperature states. Since the
propagation of heat through the near-surface layer of
thickness dT is supersonic (see Section 3.3), the acous-

tic motion of this layer lags behind the heating time.
This lag has important hydrodynamic consequences.

It turns out that an ultrashort f lash “instantly” (for
sound) forms a heated layer, i.e., the mechanically
passive material at rest with zero pressure is
“instantly” converted into a material with a fairly high
pressure. Of course, such a material on sound time
scales ts = dT/cs begins to unload in two directions

(momentum conservation law). The unloading toward
the target generates a compression wave in the target,
while the unloading toward the vacuum (or a different
medium adjacent to the target with a low acoustic
impedance) is a rarefaction wave. The formation of
tensile stresses is associated with the rarefaction wave.
The generation of discontinuity nuclei, i.e., voids in
condensed matter (nucleation), begins at their suffi-
cient (but not too large) amplitude exceeding the ten-
sile strength of the material.

This generation ends with the detachment of a
near-surface layer with a thickness of the order of dT
from the main body of the target. This phenomenon
was developed in our department [1, 100, 114–118]
and is now well known in the literature [81, 82, 119–
122]. Calculations show that the ablation threshold
(this is how the detachment of matter is called in laser
applications) is higher than the melting threshold by a
factor of 2–3. Therefore, the detachment occurs in a
melt and is called cavitation. Indeed, at great excesses
above the melting threshold (by several times) the
crystal turns out to be strongly overheated in ion tem-
perature. Under such conditions the melting proceeds
rapidly, in atomic times. Then, there is an already
formed near-surface liquid layer on the sound time
scale.

Note the subtle dependence on super- and sub-
threshold. The surface tension and the balance
between capillarity and melt recrystallization rate
begin to play an important role. For example, this
leads to the formation of a near-surface porous layer
from nanocavities frozen into the solid matrix [123,
124].
YSICS  Vol. 129  No. 4  2019
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The first clear (and unexpected) manifestation of
the thermomechanical nature of laser ablation under
ultrashort laser action was found in the remarkable
1998 paper [125] of D. von der Linde’s group from
Essen. The appearance of interference Newton rings,
whose number on the illumination spot increased with
time, was observed. In this connection, at the begin-
ning it was suggested to attribute this phenomenon to
the creation of some transient phase of matter whose
optical characteristics differ greatly from the standard
ones and, besides, change with time.

In our department we have managed to explain this
phenomenon using the concepts of thermomechani-
cal ablation, cavitation, and spallation [1, 100, 114–
118]. This is how the concept of nanospallation
appeared: light passes through the spallation plate
twice; hence, its thickness is of the order of or smaller
than the skin layer thickness of 10–20 nm for the opti-
cal frequency range. This picture of ablation then
turned out to be unexpected for the physicists studying
the laser–matter interaction. The point is that the
views of evaporative ablation at moderate-intensity
laser f luxes were familiar.

3.7. X-ray Sources

Many works have been carried out in our depart-
ment on X-ray lasers [79, 113, 126–141]. They refer to
the ablation by ultrashort pulses. A laser with a photon
energy of 90 eV and a pulse duration of 7 ps was created
at the Kansai Photon Science Institute. Our depart-
ment performs joint studies of the applications of X-
ray laser ablation with the strong laser group of this
institute and in collaboration with the extreme-state
matter diagnostics laboratory at the Joint Institute for
High Temperatures of the Russian Academy of Sci-
ences. The photon energy of 90 eV is close to the pho-
ton energy of 92 eV used in a “tin lamp”. This is a light
source for modern photolithography on nanometer
scales; see ASML (https://www.asml.com/) for the
TWINSCAN NXE:3400B machine operating at a
wavelength of 13.5 nm already supplied to the custom-
ers. The fragmentation of a liquid tin droplet by a laser
pulse in a tin lamp was investigated in [140, 141]. A
droplet with a diameter of tens of microns falls from
the doser and is broken into tiny fragments by a laser
impact. The range of energies ~100 eV is attributed to
the soft X-ray band or the extreme ultraviolet.

In addition, the work with the SACLA (Spring-8
Angstrom Compact Free Electron Laser) group of the
RIKEN organization in Japan is carried out. The
action of a sharply focused laser pulse with a toroidal
intensity distribution over the spot (the vortex beam
formed by a helical Fresnel-zone plate) on complex
targets (laminates) has been investigated. The beam
has record parameters: a spot diameters of ~1 μm, a
pulse duration of 10 fs, and a hard X-ray photon
energy of 7.71 keV [139].
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3.8. Chaotic Surface Structuring
Chaotic micro-nanostructuring of a surface by

ultrashort pulses has been detected experimentally
[142–146]. This phenomenon was developed in many
succeeding studies, because it has a huge spectrum of
important applications. These include the specified
variation of optical surface characteristics, the use of
fabricated metasurfaces as highly sensitive sensors, the
change in catalytic properties, wettability, and friction
coefficient (tribology).

Micro- and nanostructures with spatial scales of
10–100 nm (less than the optical wavelength) amplify
sharply the weak electromagnetic fields incident on
the surface [91]. Amplification takes place in tiny local
volumes at the sharp points of metallic structures
(capillary nanodroplets crowning frozen jets) and in
close gaps between neighboring surface convexities.
The blackening of well-reflecting metals [142, 143]
and the dramatic changes in permittivity (metasur-
faces) are associated with this phenomenon. High-
amplitude point electric fields enhance the Raman
effect and photoluminescence [91]. The application of
structured surfaces in highly sensitive sensors is based
on this [91]. The sharp fractal increase in area and the
nanorelief are responsible for the high catalytic activity
and the variation of wettability (lotus leaf effect) and
friction.

The works of our department were the first that
explained the physical causes of the formation of
micro-nanostructures [70, 77, 100, 104, 116, 123,
147–153]. We tied together the ultrashort pulse action,
melting, thermomechanical nucleation, the foaming
of a hot metal melt, foam expansion, the formation of
foam in the form of a set of Voronoi cells (cells
bounded by f lat faces), the rupture of membranes
together with the crystallization of membrane rupture
remnants on the target surface. Under strong laser
actions the foam has several clearly visible tiers. Ini-
tially, the first tier of bubbles and, subsequently, the
second one are formed as the wave of tensile stresses
propagates into the volume from the irradiated sur-
face. The number of tiers increases with absorbed
energy, but there are no more than two or three tiers.

Under strong laser actions the upper potions of the
heated material (they were closer to the surface)
expand in the form of a two-phase vapor–liquid mix-
ture. The foam tiers expand with a velocity lower than
the expansion velocity of the upper portions. They
expand under the upper portions. At the initial stages
the temperature of the material in the tiers is in the
range between the melting and critical temperatures. It
is this sequence of phenomena that ends with the crys-
tallization of first-tier foam remnants and the forma-
tion of a surface micro-nanorelief.

We will add that to produce chaotic structures, it is
necessary to achieve significant tensile stresses leading
to cavitation. This requires that the laser pulse dura-
tion τL exceed the sound time scale ts = dT/cs not too
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much. The quantity ts depends on the material. This

time scale is especially large in the case of gold, ts =

30–50 ps, because of the large heating depth, dT =

100–150 nm, and the low speed of sound, cs ≈ 3 km s–1.

The heating depth in gold turns out to be large,
because the two-temperature relaxation is slow, while
the thermal conductivity is great.

In our calculations for gold in water [154], we com-
pared ultrashort pulses with τL < 1 ps, intermediate-

duration pulses with τL = 50 ps, and a long pulse with

τL = 0.5 ns; τL is the time it takes for the intensity to

decrease by a factor of e: I(t) = I0exp(–t2/ ). In the

case of an intermediate duration, cavitation begins
later than it does in the case of an ultrashort impact.
The main thing is that there is no cavitation in the case
of a long pulse. Accordingly, there is no foam, its
breaking, and remnant freezing. Consequently, there
will be no chaotic surface structures. Thus, the bound-
ary that separates the fundamentally different solidi-
fied final surfaces runs between the intermediate and
long pulse actions.

4. SHOCK WAVES

The research direction related to acoustic and
shock waves is important. A huge amount of work on
this direction has been done in our department. The
subject is complex, has many branches, and is inter-
twined with dynamical phenomena. The dynamics is
determined by both the generation and formation of
shock waves (molten-zone passage, wave breaking)
and the hydrodynamic consequences of their propaga-
tion (the compression and motion of a medium, phase
transformations in materials under pressure).

The internal structure of shock waves in gases and
condensed media (liquids and crystals) has been stud-
ied [115, 155–161]. The structure appears due to vis-
cous and diffusion processes and due to relaxation of
vibrational degrees of freedom [155, 157, 159]. In other
cases, the front broadening is attributable to the exci-
tation of molecules, ionization, and chemical reactions
[155, 162]. There is a minimum scale in the condensed
phase—the interatomic distance [115, 158–161]. The
relaxation in crystals proceeds in a complicated way. In
particular, a dependence on the crystal lattice orienta-
tion relative to the shock front appears [115].

A set of questions pertaining to radiative shocks
have been analyzed. Here we say “radiative” not in the
sense that part of the pressure behind the shock front
is related to the radiation pressure. We talk about the
structure of the ionization jumps maintained by the
absorption of the laser radiation passing through a
transparent gas and incident on an ionized layer [163–
165]. The gas absorptivity changes due to ionization.

The propagation of shock waves in a plasma has
been investigated. In a rarefied hot plasma the kinetic
particle mean free path is great and “collisions” effec-

τ2
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tively appear due to the growth of plasma instabilities
(the two-stream, Weibel ones). Therefore, the shock
structure is associated not with the familiar real colli-
sions of particles, but with the chaotic electric fields
generated through plasma instabilities—collisionless
shocks [166].

Much attention has been given to strong-explosion
problems. Sedov’s exact solution is a classical one.
However, it was obtained for an ideal gas with constant
heat capacities. The question arises as to what a strong
explosion or a short impact of Zeldovich and
Weizsäcker will be in real media. This problematics
has been studied in detail in various works of the
department under the leadership of S.I. Anisimov
[162, 165, 167–169] (a strong explosion and applica-
tions of the strong-explosion theory) and [170, 171]
(a short impact—the influence of condensed-phase
characteristics).

The questions about the influence of the equation of
thermodynamic state on shock waves (for example, the
hydroacoustic instabilities of shock waves) and about
the determination of the equation of state using shock
waves are very important. The papers [8, 9, 172] are
devoted to using laser shocks to find the shock (Hugo-
niot) adiabat and the equations of state. The studies
referred to the generation of powerful shock waves with
amplitudes of a few or tens of megabars [9, 173].

The question about the gasdynamic instabilities of
shock waves due to peculiarities of the equation of
state and, accordingly, the Hugoniot adiabat has been
studied in detail [174–180]. Unstable and neutrally
stable regimes were found to exist. The corresponding
regions of the phase diagrams for materials were deter-
mined. The emission of acoustic waves and entropy-
vortex modes was described. These phenomena are
similar to those that are observed under detonation.
Similar acoustic processes also take place during the
passage of a shock wave through the density jump at a
contact of two gases (Richtmyer–Meshkov instability).

There are the interaction of a shock wave with the
target rear boundary and accompanying spallation
phenomena [173]. The spallation phenomena are inti-
mately connected with “dusting” processes. This is
how the Richtmyer–Meshkov instability played out at
the interface between two media (a solid or liquid con-
densed medium and a vacuum) when the shock wave
reaches the boundary is called.

The collision dynamics of two supersonic f lows
with the formation of two shock waves and a contact
boundary has been investigated. The question abound
the contact stability has been considered [181, 182].

In addition to a strong explosion and a short impact
discussed above, many dynamical phenomena are
associated with shock waves. The convergence of a
shock wave to the center has been studied in various
works of our department for cumulation and implo-
sion problems and for the generation of thermonuclear
neutrons [10, 183].
YSICS  Vol. 129  No. 4  2019
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Another range of shock-wave phenomena is asso-
ciated with the breaking of barriers and the formation
of impact craters under a high-velocity impact of par-
ticles (see Section 2).

The range of moderate pressure amplitudes, a few–
tens of GPa, is of great interest for present-day techno-
logical applications [60, 80, 184–195]. Many works on
this extensive subject matter have been performed in
our department. The formation of initially a compres-
sion wave and subsequently a shock wave on exposure
to an ultrashort pulse has been studied. The plasticity
threshold has been shown to be greatly shifted upward
in the direction of increasing strength under ultrashort
laser action [60, 185–188, 190, 194, 196–198]. There-
fore, the shock waves remain elastic even under loads
exceeding those at which the crystal transition to a
plastic state occurs under impacts by more traditional
means (plate throwing) by an order of magnitude.

Our studies have continued in collaboration with
the Joint Institute for High Temperatures of the Rus-
sian Academy of Sciences for many years [60, 70, 74–
78, 86, 104, 116, 123, 149–153, 184, 194, 196, 199–
216]. In particular, delicate experiments with highly
sensitive equipment have been carried out at this
department using films of aluminum, iron, vanadium,
tin, and other materials. The passage of laser shock
waves through a film has been investigated for more
than ten years [184, 185, 211, 217–219]. G.I. Kanel
(Joint Institute for High Temperatures of the Russian
Academy of Sciences) has made an important contri-
bution to the work on shock waves on films. Kanel
connected the data obtained under ultrashort loads
with his measurements using VISAR on millimeter
targets [211, 218–220]. As a result, the dependences
were obtained in a very wide range of strain rates, from

105 to 109 s–1. It was shown that at ultrahigh strain rates
the strength of metals approaches its limiting values
that are determined by the interatomic interaction
[211, 218–220].

A new regime of existence of elastoplastic shock
waves has been discovered [60, 187, 192, 193, 196,
197]. The regimes of shock propagation in solids are
now classified as follows: (I) purely elastic waves; (II)
elastoplastic shock waves in which the elastic wave
velocity is greater than the plastic wave velocity; (III)
elastoplastic shock waves that travel as a whole with a
single propagation velocity [60, 187, 192, 193, 196,
197]; and (IV) purely plastic shock waves. Regime III
was previously unknown.

4.1. The Single-Wave Elastoplastic Regime
of Propagation

We will consider the question about the boundaries
of existence of regime III. Figure 5 shows the “hydro-
stat” curve for the triaxial uniform hydrostatic com-
pression of an elastoplastic body. The elastoplastic
structure propagating with a single velocity is repre-
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sented by the Rayleigh straight line. The correspond-
ing straight line crosses initially the elastic Hugoniot
adiabat (Helast) and subsequently the plastic one

(Hplast). The pressure on the piston that maintains the

propagation of this stationary structure is equal to the
pressure at the point of intersection of the Rayleigh
straight line and the plastic shock adiabat.

Let d be the distance between the elastic and plastic
jumps in regime III. Regime III passes into regime IV
when the distance d is reduced to the lattice constant.
In this case, the propagation speed is equal to Delast|max

(see Fig. 5). The corresponding pressure on the piston
is 40–65 GPa in the case of aluminum [187].

Let us calculate the pressure on the piston at the
boundary of regimes II and III. The plastic Hugoniot
adiabat is

(17)

In Eq. (17) us is the speed of the single-wave structure

and up is the speed of the piston maintaining the sin-

gle-wave structure. For aluminum the plastic speed of

sound is cplast = 5.35 km s–1 and the coefficient αplast =

1.37 [185, 187, 211].

At the boundary of regimes II and III the speed us
of the single- wave structure decreases to the elastic
speed of sound celast. Substituting the elastic speed of

sound for aluminum celast ≈ 6.5 km s–1 into (17), we

determine the piston speed at the II/III boundary:

(18)

The compression behind the plastic shock wave in
the case of (18) is

(19)

where up|min is given by relation (18).

The pressure on the piston at the II/III boundary is

(20)

In Fig. 5 this is the pressure at the point of intersection
of the plastic shock adiabat Hplast and the Rayleigh

straight line referring to the elastic speed of sound celast.

The value of (20) specifies the lower bound for the
range of existence of the single-wave structure. The
distance d separating the elastic and plastic jumps is
great in the case of (20), larger than the interatomic
distance by many orders of magnitude.

4.2. Residual Strains and Stresses
after Ultrashort Laser Action

The problems pertaining to ultrashort laser pulses
were discussed above, in Section 3. In Section 4 we
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Fig. 8. (Color online) The maximum (in absolute value)
longitudinal pressures p11 (taken with their signs) in alumi-
num are indicated by the big red circles. We see the shock
passage over the layer x < 500 nm—the first red circle with
a pressure of 6 GPa (cf. the profile in Fig. 6). The shock
wave then goes into the target. The rarefaction wave travels
over the layer. The second and third red circles correspond
to the extensions. On long time scales the longitudinal
pressure decreases to zero, because the layer under consid-
eration borders the vacuum.
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consider shock waves. Let us present the results con-
cerning the residual strains and stresses after the
impact of an ultrashort laser pulse. As was said in Sec-
tion 3.8, the formation of surface structures is associ-
ated with such laser actions. Nanoporous subsurface
structures are formed under laser actions near the
ablation threshold (slightly below the threshold) (see
Section 3.8).

Here we present our new results that describe the
state of a metal below the porous layer. We are inter-
ested in the residual strains and stresses that a strong
shock wave leaves behind. The shock wave is formed in
the high-pressure near-surface layer that emerges on
time scales of the order of ts = dT/cs after ultrashort

laser action. For aluminum this time scale is 20 ps.

The formation of a compression wave, its propaga-
tion into the volume of a semi-infinite target, and the
compression wave breaking have been investigated
adequately. The question arises as to what asymptotic
state of a ductile metal is after the shock wave has gone
to infinity. Under weak laser actions (well below the
melting threshold) the metal returns to its initial state:
first, the heated layer cools down and, second, the
elastic compression wave leaves no residual strains.
The laser actions with an amplitude near the ablation
threshold cannot be deemed weak. A hot molted layer
emerges under such laser action; the amplitude of the
tensile stresses is sufficient to initiate cavitation.

Figure 6 shows the situation at the transonic (t =
51.2 ps ~ ts) stage after laser action slightly below the

ablation threshold for aluminum: below the ablation
threshold there is no thermomechanical detachment
of the material, although cavitation takes place if the
nucleation threshold is exceeded. The absorbed energy

is 70 mJ cm–2. There is a sufficiently powerful shock
wave behind which the formation of plastic deforma-
tions begins. Figure 6 and the succeeding figures pres-
ent the results of large-scale molecular-dynamics sim-
ulations—the number of atoms is ~400 million. The
flat-plate thickness is 500 nm. The system’s sizes are

500 × 500 × 24 nm3. The boundary condition that
transmits the acoustic disturbances without their
reflection acts at the right boundary of the layer. Thus,
our statement is equivalent to the laser action on a
semi-infinite target.

The development of residual strains and stresses is
presented in Fig. 7. The shock wave has long left the
layer under consideration through the right boundary
x = 500 nm. The instant corresponding to Fig. 7 is 10ts.

The ongoing processes include, first, the heat removal
from the hot surface layer. At the boundary separating
the liquid and solid phases there is a density jump
(cf. mark 2 in Fig. 6). Second, the residual stresses
evolve. Note the formation of a special thin solid layer
near the solid–liquid interface itself. This special layer
is marked by number 1 in Fig. 7.

The evolution of the stresses within the layer for
x < 500 nm is traced in Figs. 8 and 9. We see how a suf-
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ficiently powerful shock wave traverses the layer under

consideration and leaves it, going into the target. The

rarefaction wave goes away from the layer under con-

sideration behind the shock wave. The rarefaction

wave is known to be formed due to the breakup of a

high-pressure layer into two d’Alembert waves. One of

the d’Alembert waves goes into the metal, while the

other one is reflected from the free target boundary,

changes its sign (from compression to extension), and

propagates behind the compression wave.

The evolution of the stresses continues after the

escape of the combined acoustic (the amplitudes are

small compared to the bulk modulus) disturbance

from our layer (see Fig. 9). This combined disturbance

consists of compression and rarefaction waves. The

amplitude of acoustic disturbances is large enough to

initiate the motion of dislocations. The quasi-asymp-

totic state of the layer is shown in Figs. 10 and 11.

The quasi-asymptotic state (see Figs. 10 and 11) is

reached on long time scales after the escape of acoustic

disturbances. The time shown in these two figures cor-

responds to 30 sound time scales ts. There remain the

frozen-in bubbles and the metal composed of tiny

crystallites around bubbles. This layer is shown by the

dark-green color in Fig. 11b due to the very small crys-

tallite sizes (a few nanometers). The change of sign of

the shear stress in Figs. 7 and 10 refers precisely to this

special layer, but the strains (the thin green lines in

Fig. 11) and stresses (see Fig. 10) also remain in the

underlying layer.
YSICS  Vol. 129  No. 4  2019
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Fig. 9. (Color online) Reduction in the longitudinal pres-
sure in aluminum with time to zero—this is the longitudi-
nal loading process (see the caption to Fig. 8). The residual
stresses in transverse directions inside the layer (outside
the special layer 1 in Fig. 7) reach their quasi-stationary
nonzero values. The formation of a residual strain field is
associated with them.
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Fig. 10. (Color online) Complete aluminum solidification
t = 614 ps. The longitudinal pressure decreases almost to
zero, but the transverse stresses remain at a significant level
of ~200 MPa. The special layer marked by number 1 in
Fig. 7 also remains after the solidification of nanocavities
inside the solid matrix.
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Fig. 11. (Color online) Maps of the density (a) and sym-
metry parameter (b) at 614 ps. The remnants of nanobub-
bles solidified in the solid matrix are seen. The symmetry
parameter decreases at the dislocation boundaries (dark
lines).
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5. THE PHYSICS OF A HYPERVELOCITY 
IMPACT AND A DUST-IMPACT MASS 

ANALYZER

Many physical problems are associated with the
studies of Halley’s Comet (see Section 2). In Section 2
we presented the results on dust protection and the
Photon instrument (analysis of large cometary dust
grains based on the masses and arrival times at Pho-
ton). These results were obtained owing to the collab-
oration of the research team under the leadership of
V.E. Fortov and the physical hydrodynamics depart-
ment of the Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics.
Another very important aspect of the space mission
referred to an analysis of the chemical and isotopic
compositions of dust (in particular, in connection with
the hypotheses about the origin of life on Earth). The
PUMA (dust-impact mass analyzer) instruments were
installed onboard the interplanetary Vega 1 and 2
spacecraft and Giotto [221–229].

There exist several ways of investigating the chemi-
cal composition. There are instruments with ioniza-
tion by laser irradiation and a clarification of the com-
position by processing the optical spectra of a f lash.
There are magnetic mass analyzers. These two types of
instruments are difficult to use onboard spacecraft due
to the large mass of lasers or magnets and their techni-
cal complexity.

An exceptionally original concept was proposed.
For which purpose do we need external ionization
sources (lasers, electron beams, arcs) when a dust
grain is ionized due to a hypervelocity impact (the

impact velocity is 80 km s–1, see Section 2)? This is the
first simplification. The second one is related to aban-
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doning the optical spectra and the separation based on
the charge/mass ratio (z/m) in a magnetic field.
Instead, the electrostatic field produced by a grounded
grid in the gap between the target and the anode, on
the one hand, and the grid, on the other hand, is sim-
ply applied. A constant positive voltage is maintained
at the target [224].

Ions are pulled from the plasma cloud by the elec-
tric field of a capacitor; the grid and the anode act
analogously to the capacitor plates. The higher the z/m
ratio of an ion, the greater the velocity with which it
escapes beyond the grid. The escaped ions are directed
to the first time-of-flight tube of the mass ref lectron.
To increase the mass resolution of the instrument,
PUMA was made in the form of a mass reflectron. The
reflectron consists of the first tube, a ref lector, and the
second tube [222, 224, 227]. An ion collector record-
ing the ion arrival time at the collector is installed at
D THEORETICAL PHYSICS  Vol. 129  No. 4  2019
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the end of the second tube. The time reading is
launched by the optical f lash from the arrived dust
grain.

Faster ions from the group of ions with the same
z/m ratio f ly deeper into the reflectron with an electric
field repelling a positive charge. Therefore, faster ions
stay in the reflectron longer. This greatly narrows the
line in the mass spectrum referring to a given z/m
group.

In [221–229] the PUMA operation efficiency was
analyzed and various ways of optimization were pro-
posed, for example, the application of steps on a silver
target plate. The problems of high-velocity impact
physics and spectrum deciphering were solved. The
line broadenings and spectrum distortions are related
to the final ion escape distributions in angle and veloc-
ity and, most importantly, to the action of the space
charge of the plasma cloud made of the grain and tar-
get materials. The electrostatics of the space charge
screens significantly the external pulling capacitor
field and has an effect on the time of ion charge pulling
from the cloud [221–224, 226].

Results of the mission. The PUMA instruments
onboard the Vega 1 and 2 and Giotto spacecraft
allowed information on the physical and chemical
characteristics of cometary dust to be obtained for the
first time directly (until this time there were only data
from astronomical observations). It emerged that the
concentration of dust grains with masses less than

10‒14 g and sizes less than 100 nm (nanodust) is much
greater than was predicted by the cometary coma
models. Another very important observation, in addi-
tion to the abundance of nanodust, was the detection
of organics. It turned out that most of the dust grains
are highly enriched by light elements, such as hydro-
gen, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen. The observational
data provide evidence for the models that describe the
cometary materials as ices that passed serious radia-
tion treatment.

The formation of an electron jet was detected [223].
Such a jet is formed in the case of a plasma cloud in an
external electric field of opposite polarity, when the
external field pulls electrons from the cloud (the cloud
on the cathode). The electrostatic potential relief was
shown [223] to have a saddle point due to the com-
bined field (the external one plus the space charge).

This point is analogous to the saddle points in the
combined field of the gravitational and centrifugal
potentials of two masses rotating around a common
center of mass. The outflow of electrons from the
cloud occurs through the saddle point and, therefore,
has the pattern of a collimated jet. Note that a rotating
system of two gravitating points has five saddle points
called the Lagrange or libration points. The matter in
a binary system with a filled Roche lobe is known to be
transferred in the form of a jet through the inner
Lagrange point. For example, the accretion in low-
mass binary systems proceeds in this way.
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6. ASTROPHYSICS

The plasma and lasers department of the Landau
Institute for Theoretical Physics of the Russian Acad-
emy of Sciences has carried out a number of works on
astrophysics. The studies were performed in collabo-
ration with R.A. Sunyaev at the Space Research Insti-
tute of the Russian Academy of Sciences and the Max
Planck Institute (MPI) for Astrophysics [230–234].
The contact attachment of an accretion disk to a neu-
tron star with a weak magnetic field, which is unable to
move the disk away from the stellar surface and to cre-
ate a magnetosphere in the gap between the disk and
the surface, was described. It turned out that a swirling
flow moves over the surface due to the accretion of
disk angular momentum onto the surface [230, 233].
This f low gradually transfers its angular momentum to
the star, with appreciable differential rotation propa-
gating to rather significant depths.

The f low width in polar angle, which is measured
from the equatorial plane, is proportional to the accre-
tion rate. The higher this rate, the higher the latitudes
to which the f low rises. This is because of the local
constraint on the Eddington radiative cooling power.

Previously, the statement with the contact of a rap-
idly rotating (a significant fraction of the Keplerian
velocity on the stellar surface) f low along a belt of
finite width in polar angle was not considered.
Instead, a disk in the spirit of the Shakura–Sunyaev
solution [235] was considered, while the mechanical
interaction with the star was introduced into this solu-
tion using the boundary condition on the disk that was
set on the stellar surface [236]. The rotating f low
moves above the stellar surface with a supersonic
speed [230, 233, 237]. The interaction with the star
occurs through turbulent friction [230].

Determining the velocities of the plasma filling the
intergalactic spaces in clusters of galaxies is of great
importance. These velocities are related to the large-
scale motions and turbulence [131]. As a result, a sig-
nificant hydrodynamic broadening of X-ray emission
lines occurs. It is quite possible to measure line widths
of a few electronvolts from a practical point of view for
present-day X-ray space observatories with cryogenic
detectors. Measuring the line shape and width gives
valuable information about the intergalactic velocity
field and, consequently, the global distribution of
masses and dark matter, the cooling f lows, and the
shock waves generated by relativistic jets from the cen-
tral object.

In our paper [231] we used the spectral representa-
tion of the inertial range of a Kolmogorov cascade
transferring the kinetic energy from large to small
scales to calculate the radiation line shape. Observa-
tions and measurements of the kinematic Sunyaev–
Zeldovich effect and the X-ray line profiles provide
complementary information about the velocity field.

The accretion onto an M87-scale supermassive
black hole was considered in [233]. The case where the
YSICS  Vol. 129  No. 4  2019
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accreting matter slowly (compared to the local speed
of sound) rotates at the Bondi radius RB is typical.

Subsonic turbulence in the gas at distances that are
great compared to the Bondi radius is responsible for
the rotation. The angular momentum l of the accreting
matter at the Bondi radius is small. Nevertheless, the
rotation velocity of the matter increases as it settles
(subsonic accretion) due to the conservation of spe-
cific angular momentum under accretion (i.e., as the
matter settles from the Bondi radius to the center).

At the radius rc = l2/Gmbh = RB the gas rotation

velocity is equal to the local centrifugal velocity (G is
the gravitational constant, mbh is the mass of the super-

massive black hole, and MB is the Mach number in

rotation velocity at the Bondi radius). A centrifugal
barrier is formed here, which reduces sharply the
accretion rate compared to the maximum possible one
[233]. The barrier is in the shape of a toroidal clump.

Turbulent friction begins to have an effect at the
radius rc; above this radius the gas settled with the con-

servation of specific angular momentum. As a result,
inner and outer disks are formed. The matter sinks to
the black hole over the inner disk, while the outer disk
removes the angular momentum of the inner disk out-
ward beyond the Bondi radius [233]. Part of the matter
is ejected outward over the outer disk. This matter
apparently forms vast dust clouds around M87 and
quasars.

The times in which the angular rotation vector at
the Bondi radius and, accordingly, the direction of the
relativistic jets ejected from the central black hole zone
changes (due to the variability of external turbulence)
were estimated in [233].

In [234] we derived a relativistic formula for the
energy of standing sound waves in a photon–baryon–
electron plasma. The formula was obtained from sim-
ple hydrodynamic and thermodynamic relations. It is
applicable for an arbitrary relation between the energy
density of photons, the rest energy density of baryons,
and the thermal energy density of baryons. The for-
mula describes the transition between the extreme
cases in a continuous way. The results of [234] are
important for the description of sound waves in a pho-
ton gas in the early Universe.

7. LASER TECHNOLOGIES

Lasers are applied in many modern technologies.
Here we will dwell on recent works of the plasma and
lasers department in two directions. First, we will tell
about the production of metasurfaces using point laser
actions. Sharply focused laser actions, whereby the
illuminated spot has sizes of the order of the optical
radiation wavelength—illumination at the diffraction
limit, are called the point ones here. Second, we will
talk about the ablation into a liquid. This is a promis-
ing direction that allows nanoparticles with valuable

2

BM
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properties for practical applications to be produced in
an ecologically clean way.

7.1. Numerical Simulations of the Formation
of Cupolas on Thin Films

The surface structuring, the creation of metasur-
faces with artificial properties, has already been men-
tioned above (see Section 3.8). However, we consid-
ered the chaotic surfaces emerging under a sufficiently
short (in time) and sufficiently intense laser action on
bulk targets. Furthermore, it is important to empha-
size that for a chaotic surface to be formed, the irradi-
ation spot must be sufficiently large in sizes—at least
tens of microns. No random structures are formed in
small spots at the diffraction limit of laser radiation,
because a significant excess of the spot diameter above
the capillary scale is required; the sizes of chaotic
structures are controlled by surface tension [70, 77,
104, 116, 123, 147, 150–153].

A series of point laser actions is used to create
“cupola” arrays [91, 95] on thin films deposited on
substrates. This is how a metasurface emerges [91, 95].
Here we talk about “cupolas” in inverted commas,
because here we have in mind the figure created by a
point laser action. This can be a really small rise of the
film surface in the form of a roughly parabolic cupola,
or this is a cupola with a frozen jet at the top, or the jet
is sharp, then short, then a hole appears at the top of
the cupola instead of the jet, next the hole expands in
size plus a crown of frozen jets (nancrown) is formed
around it, and, finally, a hole in the film becomes the
figure created by the laser action. We passed through
the sequence of solitary structures in the direction of
increasing laser pulse energy [84, 88–96, 99, 238–
243] by assuming the beam size on the target and other
parameters (for example, the pulse duration) to be
fixed.

Obviously, the degree of film modification in the
irradiation spot increases from a slight swelling to a
hole in the film increases with pulse energy. At even
greater energies E the hole diameter d(E) increases.
However, as shown in [242], this is not accounted for
by the laser beam wings (i.e., according Liu’s formula
[244]). An interesting idea was proposed in [242]. The
shock wave that is generated in a substrate and propa-
gates away from the irradiation spot, raising the film
from below, i.e., from the substrate, provides an
increase in the function d(E). This shock action in the
substrate is attributable to the lateral expansion of the
substrate material at its boundary with the film.

A good approximation of the spatial profile of the
laser beam in a direction transverse to its axis is the
approximation by a Gaussian:

(21)

where r is the cylinder radius measured from the beam
axis; we assume that the beam is directed perpendicu-

= − 2 2

0( ) exp( / ),LI r I r R
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larly to the target surface. If the thermal or mechanical
connection between the neighboring radii r and r' is
neglected, then the variation of the local thermo-
hydrodynamic situation in r is determined only by the
change of the beam intensity (21) in r. If, in addition to
what has been said, we assume that there is an ablation
threshold Ithr, then we arrive at Liu’s formula [244] for
the increase in ablation radius rthr as the pulse energet-
ics is enhanced (E and I0 are proportional to each
other).

Liu’s formula is simple. Let us write I(rthr) = Ithr in

(21). Taking the logarithm of the exponential (poten-
tiation), we obtain

(22)

In experiments I0 is varied and rthr is plotted against the

logarithm [95]. The ablation threshold Ithr (Ethr ∝ Ithr)

and the beam radius RL are determined in this way.

Relation (22) is applicable when the spot diameter
2RL is much larger than the heating depth dT (in the

case of a bulk target) or the film thickness df. This is

the case under an important condition: the ablation
process ends at depths of the order of dT or df. In the

case considered in [242], this is not true. The shock
wave goes to depths of the order of RL and further. In

the segment of depths up to RL the shock amplitude

decreases only slightly. Then, the shape of the shock
wave and the f low behind the shock begin to be spher-
ized at depths of the order of RL, i.e., the shock goes

into the volume and propagates sideways under the
film along the film–substrate boundary.

In this case, on long time scales ts2 = RL/cs the

shock amplitude decreases, but as a power law,
whereas, according to Eqs. (21) and (22), the Gauss-
ian wings decay exponentially. Therefore, under
strong laser actions (the energy E is great) the hole
expansion in the film begins to be controlled on com-
pletely different time scales, not ts = dT/cs and ts = df/cs,

but ts2, and on different spatial scales, not dT and df, but

RL. In this case, the hole expansion law changes fun-

damentally with increasing energy—the expansion is a
power-law one [242] rather than logarithmic (22).

Above, we dwelt on the change in the degree of
damage modification on a thin film with increasing
absorbed energy; a thin film is the one whose thick-
ness df is smaller than the heating depth dT. We dis-

cussed the paper [242] describing the strongest dam-
ages. We talked about a solitary damage. It was noted
that a metasurface is created from an array of such
repeated damages (“cupolas”). The mutual influence
of neighboring cupolas begins only when the spatial
array step is reduced to a size of the order of RL.

Let us briefly touch on the technique that allowed
us to simulate the cupola creation process in [84, 88–
96, 99, 238–243]. This is not a simple process. It
includes several independent physical stages.

=thr 0 thrln( / ).Lr R I I
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(1) The absorption of ultrashort pulse energy in a
spot of radius RL.

(2) The supersonic propagation (see Section 3.3) of
the absorbed energy through the electron subsystem
from the skin layer δskin into the film, df > δskin [97].

(3) The film is thin, df < dT. In [97] we considered

the turning of the heat f low from its propagation
across the film (i.e., normal to the film plane) to lat-
eral propagation, along the film (i.e., in tangential
directions to the film surface). This turning occurs
even at the two-temperature stage. This is important,
because at this stage heat is transferred through the
electron subsystem with a supersonic speed. Mean-
while, the succeeding film detachment from the sub-
strate is mechanical in nature and occurs on sound
time scales ts = dT/cs; consequently, it lags behind the

supersonic spatial redistribution of the heat initially
stored in the skin layer. The amount of thermal energy
brought to a given local place at the supersonic stage,
i.e., as long as the film was almost stationary, deter-
mines whether the film will be detached or not in this
place (see also the discussion at the end of Section 3.3
regarding the comparison of our theory for the turning
of a supersonic heat f low with experiments [98]).

(4) Thus, the distribution of internal energy over
the film space has been created (two-temperature heat
conduction, Section 3.4, and electron–ion heat
exchange, Section 3.5). Next the sonic stage of
mechanical phenomena begins; ts = df/cs ≈ 17 ps for a

50-nm-thick gold film, the two-temperature relax-
ation duration teq is of the order of a few picoseconds.

A variation of the pulse duration τL from low values to

8 ps does not affect the formation of a cupola at RL of

the order of a few microns [245]. At such large RL the

expansion of the heating spot due to the heat f low
turning is negligible.

The film is detached from the substrate when a gap
Δ of several interatomic distances appears between the
film and substrate boundaries. We have Δ ≪ df ≪ RL.

Therefore, the detachment problem may be consid-
ered in the one-dimensional hydrodynamic approxi-
mation. After the film detachment the velocity of its
local (over the film surface) center of mass does not
change any more. We used our 1D–2T code to calcu-

late the center-of-mass velocity (r) = (Fabs(r))

[95] as a function of the local absorbed energy (the
1D–2T code is a one-dimensional, two-temperature
hydrodynamic code [90, 239]). We also calculated the
ion temperature distribution Ti(r) at the film detach-

ment stage.

(5) The mentioned distributions (r) and Ti(r)

were used as input data for the molecular-dynamics
(MD) MD–MC code (MK is the description of the
thermal conductivity of a metal using a Monte Carlo
unit) [84, 88–92, 95, 99, 238, 240, 241, 243]. The
MD–MC code described only the motion of the
film—therein lies the simplification of MD simula-
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tions, because the substrate atoms need not be taken
into account after the film detachment from the sub-
strate. The mechanical action of the substrate outside
the detachment spot was simulated using a thermostat
that kept the film from moving outside the detach-
ment spot.

(6) Colossal progress in understanding nonequilib-
rium and equilibrium processes is connected with
MD. It turned out that “simple” hydrodynamic f lows
are described by MD beginning from several tens of
interatomic distances (by “simple” we mean situations
without slow relaxation). The most important limita-
tion of the MD approaches is that the computational
resources are limited—it is difficult to simulate con-
densed systems with a volume greater than a cubic
micron (this is about a hundred billion atoms). There-
fore, modern science follows the path of constructing
multiscale models, where the bottom tier is MD, while
the top tiers are constructed phenomenologically,
through the dislocation and plasticity theories. How-
ever, only the necessary coefficients for the descrip-
tion of relaxation phenomena in terms of the tradi-
tional views of an elastically or plastically deformed
solid body are extracted from MD on this path, i.e., we
have to forget about the efficiency of applying MD to
uncover the dynamics of events.

In [84, 88–92, 95, 99, 238, 240, 241, 243] we fol-
lowed a different path. Direct MD simulations of the
experiment [245] are difficult to perform; a film with

sizes of 3 × 3 μm2 and a thickness of 50 nm has a rather

large (for MD) volume of about 0.5 μm3.

Therefore, we used scaling and the similarity the-
ory. This allowed the phenomena of cupola formation
to be described on spatiotemporal scales smaller by a
factor of 5–10. The similarity theory states: the f lows
are identical if the characteristic dimensionless
parameters describing the problem statement are
identical.

(7) The details of the scaling theory are presented
in [84, 88, 89, 95, 240], where the problem was shown
to be described with two dimensionless parameters:
the capillary number Ncap and the thermal number NT.

We then took the real problem (e.g., [245]) and calcu-
lated the numbers Ncap and NT. Next, the parameters

of the MD–MC code were changed in such a way that
these numbers were the same in the statement with
numerical simulations.

This can be done. In the MC unit we reduced the
thermal conductivity so as to fit the number NT in our

numerical experiment to the real one. The capillary
numbers Ncap were reconciled using the parameter a.

We increased the velocity by the same factor, (r) →
a (r). Here, the first velocity is the velocity from the
1D–2T-gd code, while the second one is the velocity
put into the MD statement.

(8) The MD–MC code remarkably describes the
entire sequence of events. This is the initial stage of

vcm
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motion with specified distributions of velocities

a (r) and temperatures Ti(r). This stage ends when

the film traverses a distance comparable to the radius
RL along the normal. Next an interesting thing begins.

The capillary forces become important—indeed, a
curvature of the detached part of the film appears (a
cupola is formed). First, the film deceleration by sur-
face tension and, second, the transfer of the film
material over the film toward the cupola axis become
significant together with the curvature. The transfer
occurs, because there is a tangential component of the
capillary force and it is directed toward the axis. The
transfer causes the one-sided (upward from the
cupola) or two-sided (upward and downward from the
top of the cupola) jet at the top of the cupola to grow
(see [84, 88]).

Let us compare the time of the detachment stage
ts = dT/cs = 10–30 ps and the cupola formation time

t3D = RL/ . In our experimental situation we have

t3D ~ 100 ns [246]. In our calculation t3D ~ 3 ns. We

want to draw attention to the enormous difference in
the time scales of the initial (ts) and subsequent (t3D)

stages.

We emphasize that on time scales t > teq the two-

temperature effects may be neglected; teq < ts. Accord-

ingly, in our MD–MC computations we proceed from
the reference values of the ordinary (i.e., one-tem-
perature) thermal conductivity.

In the real problem the parameter Ncap and NT are

such that the cooling of the liquid phase constituting
the film becomes significant approximately simulta-
neously with the action of capillarity on time scales of
the order of t3D. The cooling is attributable to the out-

flow of heat over the metal film from the heating spot
to the cold periphery; the radiative losses and heat
removal into the dielectric substrate are small.

In our numerical statement (because the pair of
parameters, Ncap and NT, is the same in both calcula-

tion and experiment) the mutual influence of the
dynamics (capillarity) and cooling also takes place on
time scales of the order of t3D. Consequently, the cool-

ing and freezing of the melt, on the one hand, and the
capillary deceleration and jet formation at the top, on
the other hand, compete at the stage t3D.

This competition creates a fairly rich picture of the
above-listed surface modifications (cupolas, nano-
crowns), depending on the absorbed energy and the
“play” of Ncap and NT [93, 95]. The processes at work

are described in detail in [84, 88–96, 99, 238–243].
Although the experiments with cupolas have been car-
ried out since 2003–2004 [247], a quantitative picture
with the motion of a liquid film stopped by crystalliza-
tion did not exist previously.

Note that a radial corrugation of frozen cupolas is
seen in the experiments [245]. The corrugation points
to an interesting phenomenon. The motion of the
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cupola is not stopped instantly after solidification. The
cupola continues to move by inertia toward the sub-
strate. At the same time, the cupola is thin, because
part of its mass was transferred to the jet. There is a
plastic deformation of the thin cupola shell.

The area of the cupola should decrease as it moves
toward the substrate; this happens if the film is liquid.
However, we are dealing with a solid body in the form
of a thin shell. No reduction of the area is possible. As
a result, the area excess folds into corrugations.

The corrugations are unable to straighten out back.
Plastic deformation absorbs the kinetic energy of the
shell motion toward the substrate. The motion of the
cupola in the corrugated state is stopped.

7.2. Plasmonics, Thermal Physics, and Hydrodynamics

Another direction of the works of our department is
related to the solution of combined problems. The
interference of a surface plasmon polariton with an
incident laser electromagnetic wave gives rise to a non-
trivial heating spot [3, 248, 249]. Hot and cold stripes
alternate in this spot. The step between stripes is deter-
mined by the plasmon polariton wavelength, λpp. The

heating is accomplished by an ultrashort pulse. A thin
film df < dT is heated, with λpp × df. The strategy

worked out above is applicable under these conditions.

First the field distributions and the dependence of
the energy dissipation power in the film skin layer are
found using an electrodynamic code (first step). Then,
the 1D–2T-gd code is switched on and the distribu-
tion of energy dissipation over the film surface Fabs(y)

is reprocessed into the distributions of the mechanical

recoil velocity (y) [238] and temperature T(y); the
coordinate y is directed along the film across the cor-
rugation stripes (second step). In the third step, we
find the final frozen corrugation shapes using the
MD–MC code.

Note that such a corrugation is used to produce
holograms [2, 248, 249].

7.3. Ablation into a Liquid

The processes during ablation into a liquid have
been poorly studied from theoretical and computa-
tional standpoints. Therefore, the corresponding
studies have been carried out in our department since
2016. The applied aspect of this problem can be stud-
ied from the first references in [59, 154, 250–254].

The works carried out in [59, 154, 250–254]
allowed a number of previously unclear questions to be
elucidated. Laser actions of various durations on a
gold target immersed in water were considered. A vari-
ation of the durations τL from ultrashort (~1 ps) to

intermediate (50 ps) and long (500 ps) ones affects sig-
nificantly the pulse-induced situation [154]. In partic-
ular, the residual relief on the surface in the irradiation
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spot changes qualitatively. This fact was discussed
above, see the end of Section 3.8.

The calculations of ablation into a liquid listed
above were carried out using the two-temperature
hydrodynamic and MD–MC codes. Note the paper
[255], where a high-performance multiprocessor ver-
sion of the SPH code (SPH stands for smoothed par-
ticles hydrodynamics) [256] was used for the problem
simulations.

The duration of the acceleration stage of the
metal–liquid contact boundary is of the order of the
laser pulse duration. The end of the acceleration stage
is followed by a prolonged deceleration of the contact
boundary. The emergence of conditions under which
the development of Rayleigh–Taylor hydrodynamic
instability begins is associated with the deceleration.
The pulse lengthening in time reduces the importance
of instability development.

In the case of a laser action with enhanced energet-
ics, the diffusion is more intense. In this case, the dif-
fusion processes act toward the suppression of the
Rayleigh–Taylor instability. In our works we studied
the gold vapor condensation processes in a liquid in a
layer of diffusive mixing. Condensation begins not
simultaneously and not uniformly over the diffusion
layer. As a result of condensation, gold clusters and
then nanoparticles are formed.

The evolution of a f low up until the formation of a
bubble in a liquid has been traced for the first time
[154].

8. CONCLUSIONS

Above we described the present-day activity of the
plasma and lasers department at the Landau Institute
for Theoretical Physics organized long ago by the aca-
demician I.M. Khalatnikov. The researchers of this
department are deeply grateful to Khalatnikov for the
creation of the institute and its long-term efficient
management. The department passed a glorious path
marked by significant fundamental and applied
achievements.

By no means all achievements found their ref lec-
tion in the above list, for example, the works on the
“maturation” of a thermal explosion or on the bio-
physical subject matter, the productivity of Biosys-
tems, were covered insufficiently. We did not touch the
works on studying a metal in a two-temperature state.
The studies devoted to the nonlinear photoelectric
effect, i.e., the emission of electrons under surface
illumination, remained outside the narration.
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